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Keep warm!
I n d o o r Ac t i v i t i e s

5 Senses Challenge
description: This interactive activity takes you on a discovery of aromatic and taste experiences

offered during your cocktail or during your seminar. The equipment used and the products selected
are prepared to highlight aromas, flavors, or tactile sensations and focus on tasting techniques.
The “Senso-Quiz of the 5 senses” with several smell and taste puzzles is the challenge offered to the
participants in which they will answer with the help of our wine experts/ assistants. You will rediscover
your sense of smell, taste, sight, touch and learn to savor and enjoy food. The seminar version of this
challenge is completed with a “grand auction.”
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service provider: oenodissée
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strengths: curiosity, interactivity, strategy, development of the senses
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This challenge was designed to allow participants to test and find out their sensitivity to tastes and
aromas. Teams participate in the tasting of 4 batches of wine, which will be used to produce their own
wine assemblage, and each team will offer its final wine to our host, according to a specific instructions.
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Are you up to it?
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into 4 modules: “Make” your own wine, together with your team.
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description: To better understand wine, Oenodyssée offers a new wine-tasting activity, organized

duration: 2 to 3h
number of people: 10 to 50 guests
languages: French, English, Spanish, Italian, German

strengths: curiosity, interactivity, development of the senses
OE

5 Senses Challenge
Top Wine Expert
Tasting Bar – Interactive Wine Bar
Oeno-Stations
Culinary Workshops at the INFA Mansion

duration: 2 to 2½ hours
number of people: 30 to 300 guests
languages: French, English, Spanish, Italian, German

Top Wine Expert

OE

awaken your senses!

service provider: oenodissée
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 47 72 53 87
email: info@oenodyssee.fr
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Tasting Bar
Inte ractive Wine Bar

culinary workshops at the infa mansion

description: At the bar, 4 to 5 wines are proposed and freely tested. Our sommelier invites guests

description: Oeno-Stations, an original concept developed by Oenodyssée, are very playful traveling

description: During the culinary workshops, participants must present a starter, main course or

duration: Adapted to the length of cocktail or aperitif
number of people: 10 to 400 guests
languages: French, English, Spanish, Italian, German

duration: Adapted to the length of cocktail or aperitif
number of people: 10 to 400 guests
languages: French, English, Spanish, Italian, German

You will be taught by professional chefs throughout the activity.
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3 hours from 17:00 to 23:00, depending on your organization:
17:00 – 17:15: Arrival at the mansion
17:15 Workshop presentation. Presentation of coaching Professionals.
	Delivery of hats and aprons
17:30 – 19:30 Practical cooking workshops. Briefing with Chef 7:30
22:30 Diploma ceremony, Aperitif & Gourmet dinner at “La Rotonde”
23:00 Departure of the group
number of people: From 10 to 60 guests
languages: Conversations in English. Translators for Japanese, German, Dutch, French or Spanish
on request.

strengths: interactivity, development of the senses
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strengths: curiosity, dynamism, fun, development of the senses

duration:
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main course and dessert. At the end of these workshops they will be presented with diplomas. You can
also choose between a lunch and dinner tasting, and enjoy your glass of champagne. Participants will
explain all the recipes making up the starter, main course and garnish and the dessert. The steps will be
guided by the chef and displayed to the participants. The chef will also perform an active demonstration
of the various stages, according to difficulty.

�

strengths: interactivity, development of the senses

workshops staffed by hostesses/sommeliers, designed to create a momentum in your cocktail. Invited by
the hostess, guests are entertained and have fun around wine. The different stages of the tasting will be
discussed (flavors, aromas, comparing two wines etc...). Oeno-Stations are an indispensable ally for the
success of your cocktails.

�

to visit the bar at will. With simple and precise words, he/she covers the basic techniques of wine tasting.
Everyone is invited to discuss the wines presented, and to guess their origin through the clues given.
Besides this pedagogical approach to wine, the interactive tasting bar allows guests to awaken their taste
buds while savoring cocktail snacks around a glass of wine.
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Oeno-stations

service provider: oenodissée
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 47 72 53 87
email: info@oenodyssee.fr

service provider: infa institut de formation
tel: 00 33 (0) 3 44 67 14 14
email: jdupont@infa-formation.com
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challenge yourself!

Quiz
description: A fully participatory activity during which the public will have to answer a series of

description: Try for yourself and discover the virtual console: the Wii. A new way to play...

Sample quiz: General Culture/ Cinema/ Disco years/ Crazy about the 80’s/ The Best of Sport/ Music
100% (possibility of customizing the quiz to the company’s activity).

duration: From 1 to 3 hours
number of people: For groups of 10 or more

quiz questions posed on the fly by the facilitator. For the activity to be unifying and take place in a
captive environment, participants will confront each other in teams. It’s like a general knowledge quiz
on the theme of your choice. After each round, the facilitator will reveal the correct answers and will not
hesitate to indulge in some comments in order to create a competitive and energized atmosphere.

Quiz
The Wii party
Multi-Activity Challenge
Pursuit Game XXI
Chantilly Cream Challenge
Lego® Serious Play® Teambuilding
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The Wii Party
a 100% interactive entertainment event accessible to everyone. Wii is the first games console designed
for players of all ages and all levels. Players only have to shake the motion detecting controller of the Wii
console to use a virtual tennis racket, holding a fishing rod or simulate ski jumping. This games console
requires no prior training and is very simple to play.

duration: 2 to 3 hours
number of people: For groups of 10 or more
languages: Any language possible for a surcharge
variations: This event can be combined with blind musical tests

strengths: culture, interactivity, speed, cheerful

service provider: music partner’s
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 39 89 01 02
email: info@musicpartners.fr

strengths: playful, interactivity, skill, cheerful

service provider: music partner’s
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 39 89 01 02
email: info@musicpartners.fr
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Multi-activity Challenge
description: A set of activities accessible to all where good humor and laughter await you. Teams
will compete in different events: human table football, sumo, elastic shooting, laser clay pigeon
shooting... Creating a 100% unifying group activity.

duration: 2 to 4 hours approximately
number of people: For groups of 10 or more
languages: Any language possible for a surcharge

Pursuit game XXL
description: Participants will form homogeneous teams who will play on a game board with giant

foam pawns and dice. The objective of the teams is to reach the cheese squares and answer the questions
to collect the six valuable wedges! To achieve this contestants will answer questions on: geography,
history, art & literature, science & nature, sports & leisure and entertainment. Participants will be
supervised by a dedicated team of facilitators who will ensure the smooth running of the game.

duration: From 2 to 3 hours
number of people: From 30 to 200 people
venue: At a suitable space of your designated site
variations: One category can be customized and dedicated to corporate culture questions. See also
Clue Game XXI. Indoor or Outdoor activity.

strengths: fun, team spirit, confrontation
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service provider: music partner’s
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 39 89 01 02
email: info@musicpartners.fr

strengths: culture, challenge, teamwork, fun

service provider: magma
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 60 39 57 22
email: commercial@magma-group.fr

Chantilly Cream Challenge
description: Discover the secrets of the famous Chantilly whipped cream!
Guided by our chefs, you will be invited to whip your own cream and taste it. Against the clock! Every
30 seconds a whistle will blow. Careful! Make sure your cream doesn’t curdle because it may turn into
butter! After two qualifying rounds, you will go on to the Junior Final or Grand Final!
Lots of good fun and a pleasant tasting session!

duration: Between 1 and 1½ hours
number of people: From 10 to 200 people
venue: Meeting or reception room – Inside or outside
seasonality: Year-round
languages: French, English
schedule: Welcome – Briefing/ relay game in teams

Lego® Serious Play®
team building
description: Build a Combi or Mini Cooper, a Formula 1, or Sydney Opera House as a team!

Model your collective strengths, define your identity! Unleash the potential that your team can offer
effectively and quickly! Transform a group of individuals into a team capable of generating ideas,
sharing transparently, achieving self-motivation, being responsive and flexible. Team members organize
themselves to better manage their projects and resources (hundreds of parts, assembly instructions).
There are those who organize the stock, suppliers, assemblers, controllers and coordinators, etc. Everyone
must share, communicate, manage flows, sub-assemblies, understand... manage! Find the right synergies
and proper inter-relational dynamics!

duration: Between 1 and 3 hours
number of people: From 8 to 200 participants
venue: Meeting or reception room – Year-round
languages: French, English
practical information: Equipment and services included

strengths: disorienting, fun and sociable

service provider: performance-net
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 41 41 05 54
email: tleger@performances-net.com

strengths: commitment, cooperation, coordination, working
under pressure, time management, priorities, innovative, playful

service provider: performance-net
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 41 41 05 54
email: tleger@performances-net.com
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place your bets!

Casino
description: This original and fun event, plunges players into the prestigious and exclusive world

of casinos. Explosive atmosphere and extreme excitement guaranteed! Beginners or seasoned players,
anyone can participate in the casino simulation game. Black Jack table, French or American roulette,
Wheel of Fortune, Poker table. Each table is staffed by a professional croupier. At the end of the event,
a gift auction sale is led by an auctioneer.

duration: 1½ hours – Excluding auction. Ideal entertainment event for an aperitif, dinner cocktail
or after dinner.
number of people: 20 to 100 guests
variations: Private room

Bar Games
description: Participants will access freely or as a challenge the various games installed that

reproduce a pub atmosphere. Games offered: table football for 2, 4, 8, 14 or 22 players/ billiards,
pinball, darts, air hockey, simulators etc.

duration: 2 hours
number of people: For groups of 4 or more
venue: At the venue of your choice in a private room
variations: This activity can be coupled to a Wii activity & or with wooden games. Are you ready for
the challenge? – Indoor or outdoor activity.

Casino
Bar Games
strengths: strategy, fun and sociable
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service provider: music partner’s
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 39 89 01 02
email: info@musicpartners.fr

strengths: playful, sociable, strategic

service provider: magma
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 60 39 57 22
email: commercial@magma-group.fr
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be creative!

Fantasy Cabaret
description: Participants will form homogeneous teams and will have an allotted time to rewrite
the lyrics of a song to accompany the corporate image and to create a choreography for the final
performance scheduled during your dinner.

The evening will be hosted by an entertainer and DJ. Groups will follow one another during dinner
and will be judged by the other participants to define which group will be the new star!

Collective Fresco
description: Creation of a collective fresco on a free theme. This activity allows people to mutually
exchange ideas and express themselves in areas rarely encountered in the professional world.

duration: 2 to 3h
number of people: For groups of 10 or more

duration: 1½ to 3 hours followed by show during dinner with dancing
number of people: 1 group = 10 people, up to 16 groups
variations: On the same principle, this activity can be based on a theatrical theme by taking the basic

of the concept of the “Camera Café” TV show.

Fantasy Cabaret
Collective Fresco
®
Lego Serious Play® Method
Be the Winemaker!
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strengths: creativity, humor, emotion, fun, sharing

service provider: magma
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 60 39 57 22
email: commercial@magma-group.fr

strengths: creativity, exchange, expression

service provider: music partner’s
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 39 89 01 02
email: info@musicpartners.fr
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LEGO ® SERIOUS PLAY ® Method
description: Unleash the potential that your team can offer effectively and quickly! Transform a group

of individuals into a team capable of generating ideas, sharing transparently, achieving self-motivation, being
responsive and flexible. Team members leave an innovative, radical, experiential process designed to enhance
their team performances. The method is based on the belief that everyone can contribute to the discussion,
the decisions and the outcome. It levels the playing field, engaging 100% attention and participation. Participants come away with skills to communicate more effectively, to engage their imaginations more readily,
and to approach their work with increased confidence, commitment and insight. Trained LEGO® SERIOUS
PLAY® Facilitator fosters creative thinking. Teams build metaphors while they play with LEGO® bricks.

duration: Until 3 hours
number of people: From 8 to 200 participants
venue: Meeting or reception room — Year-round
practical info: Equipment and services included
languages: French, English

description: Learn the art of winemaking and create your own wine blend! You need team spirit
to take up the many challenges entailed by the management of a winery.

You begin this entertaining team building by learning the basics of winemaking. Several grapes varieties
are introduced to you: get to learn their characteristics: colors, aromas, tannins…
Then, let the adventure begin!
Each team manages a Wine Estate and starts to compete: you need to assign roles in order to develop
a brand name, a marketing strategy, a label design and maybe create a new world famous blend!
Once your objectives are set out, it’s time to play! Like real winemakers, create an award-winning wine
and discover the French Art de Vivre.

duration: 2 hours
number of people: From 2 to 200 pax
languages: French, English
variations: Possible in 1½ hour

strengths: commitment, cooperation, coordination, working
under pressure, time management, priorities, innovative, playful
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BE THE WINEMAKER!

service provider: performance-net
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 41 41 05 54
email: tleger@performances-net.com

strengths: interactivity, creativity,
team spirit, challenge, strategy, originality
service provider: wine passport
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 71 70 97 14
email: maxim.agranatov@winepassport.fr

Get some fresh air!
O u t d o o r Ac t i v i t i e s

live your sensations!

At the Races
description: Racecourse of the Princes of Condé, located in the heart of Chantilly, is both the

oldest French racetrack, but also the most beautiful. Its grandstands, recently renovated, are full of
history and enjoy an exceptional view over the Castle of Chantilly and its stables. Enjoy one of the
40 to 50 days of annual races that take place there to offer your teams an original activity at the horse
races. Discover a high-level sport, offer a quality incentive around a sumptuous lunch in the panoramic
restaurant, or stimulate the competitive spirit within our team building “Paris challenge”; all formats
are possible and the races can be customized to meet your needs.

duration: ½ day (lunch + afternoon in general)
number of people: No minimum or maximum
variations: The racecourse activity can be combined with a business meeting at the racetrack

At the Races
Sulky Experience

description: The “sulky experience” transforms participants into racehorse jockeys for the activity.
Original and participatory, this exclusive introduction to racing offers participants a strong cocktail
of new sensations: speed, secure proximity to horses, the world of horse racing.

duration: This activity usually takes place on a half-day. the total length can be adjusted according
to calendar constraints.
number of people: From 1 to 40 people
options and variants: The activity can be enhanced according to the venue, your wishes and the
options you add for example: organizing a mini-race at the end, ponies with long reins, a team building
team challenge, customized windbreakers, or a professional photographer...

on conducted during private races, which allow all the constraints of official races to be overcome.

strengths: emotions, group work, entertainment
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Sulky experience

service provider: un jour aux courses
tel: 00 33 (0) 6 17 44 75 30
email: alexandra.rosa@unjourauxcourses.com

strengths: participation, feel, speed

service provider: un jour aux courses
tel: 00 33 (0) 6 17 44 75 30
email: alexandra.rosa@unjourauxcourses.com
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try your hand at polo!

Discover New Sensations!
description: On foot... Visit the stables with the polo horses and equipment. Discover the history
of polo, the big names and presentations by some players on the French team, if available. The breeds
and special features of polo horses... Learn the rules and strategies. visit the blacksmith and/or mallet
manufacturing workshop. Discover the movement of the mallet and striking the ball, the movements
of a mallet on actual height wooden horse.
... And on horseback, you will learn:
- The basics of riding (saddling up, forward, backwards, turning, halting...)
- Striking the ball with a mallet on horseback at different speeds.

Discover new sensations!
Segway polo

description: You learn to ride a Segway (operating the camera, finding your balance, turning,

forwards, backwards...). You will also learn to play Segway polo by striking the ball with the mallet.
Play Segway Polo matches in teams of 5.

duration: 2 hours (1’15 walking and 45 min Segway)
number of people: 10 Segways per group of up to 40 people: for larger groups up to 20 Segways
can be hired.

duration: 2 hours (1 hour on foot and on 1 hour on horseback)
or 4 hours for very large groups
number of people: 8 to 200 guests

strengths: sensations, discovering the world of horses
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Segways polo

service provider: chantilly polo club
tel: 00 33 (0)3 44 64 47 66 ou 00 33 (0)6 62 85 15 00
email: vanessa@poloclubchantilly.com

strengths: sensations, discovering the world of horses, fun

service provider: chantilly polo club
tel: 00 33 (0)3 44 64 47 66 ou 00 33 (0)6 62 85 15 00
email: vanessa@poloclubchantilly.com
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challenge yourself!

Private Derby
description: The private derby consists in one or more completely personalized and customized

races arranged especially for your event on a racecourse privatized for the occasion. An original and
exceptional show that will make your event unforgettable.

duration: 1½ to 3 hours followed by show during dinner with dancing
number of people: Minimum 100 people
variations: This activity is made to measure and fully customizable: number of races, pace, location

Private Derby
Horse Olympics
Catapult and Chariot Construction
Roman Chariot Construction & Racing
Park Games
Raft Construction
Dragon Boat Challenge
Rowing Regatta
22

or timing. Customization of racecourse with corporate image possible.
venue: The event can be held at one of the 225 French racecourses privatized for the occasion

strengths: emotions, participation, sociability, spectacle

service provider: un jour aux courses
tel: 00 33 (0) 6 17 44 75 30
email: alexandra.rosa@unjourauxcourses.com

Horse Olympics
description: Based on horse racing, with the elements of competition and performance inherent

in this elite sport, the Horse Olympics bring together all the ingredients for an original and rewarding
team-building event. The range of proposed challenges allows the talents of all the participants involved
to be invoked: fastest, most intellectual, most creative, most sporting, funniest... this activity is completely flexible depending your needs and options you add.

duration: As required
number of people: From 50 to 150 people
les options et variantes : This activity can be adjusted according to your wishes: duration,

number of events, number of teams, places. The racetracks are particularly suited to hosting companies,
and the Horse Olympics can be ideally complemented by lunch in the gardens or panoramic lounges
or with a private derby to finish off!

strengths: variety of experiences,
cohesion, discovery, games, exceeding oneself

service provider: un jour aux courses
tel: 00 33 (0) 6 17 44 75 30
email: alexandra.rosa@unjourauxcourses.com
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Catapult and chariot
construction
description: Construction of Catapults or Chariots using different components. Your goal:

to design a machine that works within a specified time to participate in a team firing contest or a team
race. To do this, the team members must be organized to best manage their resources, prepare the parts
and assemble. Some will have a pragmatic approach, others will have to be creative. Some will supply
and assemble while others will control and coordinate. Everyone has their role! The winners will be those
able to exchange, communicate and manage effectively!

duration: 2½ hours
number of people: From 30 to 200 people
venue: Garden, meeting or reception room – Inside or outside
practical info: Equipment and parts included
languages: French, English

strengths: cooperation, synchronization,
coordination, sharing, communication, innovation
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service provider: performance-net
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 41 41 05 54
email: tleger@performances-net.com

Roman Chariot
Construction & Racing
description: In teams, you have to build and design the chariot that will support the weight

of a teammate, race in a straight line and qualify for the final race. Dive into the heart of the empire,
in the scenery of Parc Astérix, and experience the excitement of the legendary chariot races – Fun for
all guaranteed!

duration: 2 to 2½ hours
number of people: For groups of 10 or more
practical info: Park open or closed

Park Games
description: The idea is to transform Parc Astérix into a Trivial Pursuit board on tablet computers!
Participants set out as teams to explore the scenery of the park, equipped with a tablet to guide them.
The teams will perform a maximum of challenges to earn points and may be declared the winner!
As they reach each point of the course, the challenges appear; Teams can choose from different
categories of challenges: against-the-clock, picture challenge, fun challenge, etc…

duration: Around 2 hours
number of people: For groups of 10 or more
practical info: Park open or closed

strengths: cooperation, coordination,
communication, fun, sharing, teamwork

service provider: performance-net
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 41 41 05 54
email: tleger@performances-net.com

strengths:
communication, fun, sharing

service provider: parc astérix
tel: 00 33 (0) 3 44 62 33 94
email: lucie.decary@parcasterix.com

Raft Construction
description: Raft building from different components. your goal: design your raft in a given time
to participate in a straight-line racing challenge to reach a buoy.

duration: 2½ hours
number of people: From 8 to 150 people
venue: Gardens of Chantilly Castle – Le Nôtre Canal
languages: French, English
practical information: Equipment and parts included

strengths: coordination, communication,
cooperation, synchronization, team spirit, fun, sharing

service provider: performance-net
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 41 41 05 54
email: tleger@performances-net.com
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Dragon Boat Challenge
description: With up to 1000 participants, this team building solution and exceptional incentive

is a real team challenge, that is fun, friendly and unifying. This ancient sport was born in China over
2000 years ago. For beginners or experienced rowers, team members unite behind the iconic dragon
head of their boat to discover the challenges of straight-line racing to the sound of the drum on the
canal of Chantilly Château. The team coaching and challenges are led by water sports professionals
and coaches, very often French or world champions in their field.

duration: 2 to 4 hours
number of people: From 20 to 1,000 people, in teams of 9-17 people (capacity of boats)
schedule: 2 qualifying heats with semi-finals to reach the grand final, professional helmsmen,

various boats sizes: 20 to 70 people for baby and boats from 80 to 1,000 participants for large boats.

strengths: coordination, cooperation,
synchronization, team spirit, fun, sharing, sociability
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service provider: performance-net
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 41 41 05 54
email: tleger@performances-net.com

Rowing Regatta
description: Come and experience the top rowing discipline and take part in an eights race!

play detectives!

Recognized for its strong team spirit and sensations! With rowing boats, it is the intoxicating pleasure
of the race that motivates everyone to experience the thrill of this great team sport. The eights boat
challenge is the top rowing discipline that represents the ultimate expression of teamwork. For beginners
or seasoned rowers, 8 teammates unite and coordinate following the stroke of the helmsman. Whatever
the physical level of the participants, the teams are driven to form a homogeneous and coordinated
group. The rowing Regatta will allow you to discover the magic of teamwork and the challenges of sideby-side race in a friendly and fun way! Through different games you will have to demonstrate teamwork,
timing, determination and solidarity in order to experience unique sensations.

duration: 2 to 3 hours
number of people: From 12 to 80 people, in teams of 9
languages: French, English
schedule: 2 qualifying heats, semi-finals and grand final

The Mérivot Case
Clue Game XXL

strengths: coordination, collective intelligence,
cooperation, timing, listening, communication
service provider: performance-net
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 41 41 05 54
email: tleger@performances-net.com
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The Mérivot Case

Clue Game XXL

description: Participants will gather in homogeneous teams with the mission to solve a crime...

description: Participants will gather in homogeneous teams to pit their wits in a board game in 21st

Which of our experts will solve the investigation?

duration: 1½ to 2 hours
number of people: Up to 200 participants
venue: At a suitable space of your designated site
variations: Pursuit Game XXL. Indoor or outdoor activity

To do this, they will be given clues on paper or revealed by the police inspector. They will have clues
(photos, statements, fingerprints etc.), some will be provided by the police inspector and others will be
gathered from suspects. Teams can also earn bonuses with clues from evidence highlighting the qualities
of an inspector: instinct, finesse, listening skills.

duration: 2 to 3½ hours
number of people: Up to 200 participants
variations: This activity can be set up during a buffet dinner or cocktail in the form of role play

century format. Like the best known investigation board games, teams will have to solve a mystery that
took place in the hotel ... To win valuable clues, they will move from room to room and pass each test
before presenting their case. Participants will be supervised by a dedicated team of instructors who will
ensure the smooth running of the game.

or board games

strengths: communication, cooperation,
strategy, team spirit, fun, sharing,
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service provider: magma
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 60 39 57 22
email: commercial@magma-group.fr

explore the surroundings!

strengths: challenge, teamwork, fun

service provider: magma
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 60 39 57 22
email: commercial@magma-group.fr

… in 2CV
… in 4x4
… by Segway
… on Henson horseback
Trecking day
Crazy challenges
Le Nôtre Rally
Orientation & Challenges
29

… in 2CV! Relive the 70s and drive
the famous convertible 2CV!

… in 4x4 the adventure will
jostle you in Paris/Dakar style!

description: Starting at Dolce Chantilly, you will discover the region – The banks of the Oise,

description: Drive the course, navigate using your “road book” find your bearings, solve puzzles

duration: 1½ to 3 hours
number of people: Up to 160

duration: 1½ to 3 hours
number of people: Up to 160
practical info: All-weather activity

the Lake of the White Queen, Chantilly Château- along roads and winding lanes while discovering our
puzzles. You drive, the instructor provides support. An atmosphere of recreation is guaranteed!

– Mystery photos and clues pictures – And take the lead! The whole team is put to use throughout the
course with an instructor.

… by Segway
description: Experience new sensations in an original, fun and environmentally friendly way in
command of these self-balancing machines designed to handle urban conditions and woodland paths.
Supervised by instructors, participants first learn to handle these machines through an introduction
before a hike to discover the surrounding flora and fauna!
duration: 1 to 2 hours
number of people: Up to 100 participants
venue: In the forest or the grounds of your designated site

… riding hikes and treks
on Henson horses
description: Experience magical moments while exploring the architectural and landscape heritage

of Chantilly, its castle and its great stables, its majestic grounds, the world of horse racing and training
(featuring thoroughbred horses, of course!) or the immense forest area surrounding the town on all sides.
This discovery will be led by a sure-footed companion who will walk you in style to marvel at these
exceptional sites.

duration: 3 hours
number of people: 10 to 16 people depending on the time
practical info: All our services are divided into 2 levels: “Discovery” (beginner)

& “Passion” (experience riders: Gallop 3 minimum). – Pants and socks mandatory.
Recommended black or dark clothes. – We provide helmets and boots. – We accept children
from 1.30m (“Discovery” walk). – Routes may vary according to levels of riders.

strengths: sociability, performance,
communication, personal development, cohesion
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service provider: volant-séminaire
tel: 00 33 (0) 6 15 35 63 16 ou 00 33 (0)2 32 55 92 56 email:
xavier.floret@wanadoo.fr

strengths: sociability, performance,
communication, personal development, cohesion

service provider: volant-séminaire
tel: 00 33 (0) 6 15 35 63 16 ou 00 33 (0)2 32 55 92 56 email:
xavier.floret@wanadoo.fr

strengths: conviviality, sharing, balance, energy, ecological

service provider: magma
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 60 39 57 22
email: commercial@magma-group.fr

strengths: wonderful setting, teamwork,
fun, sharing, sociability, relaxation

service provider: espace equestre henson
tel: 00 33 (0) 6 48 10 51 45
email: chantilly@henson.fr
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Trecking day
description: Take a complete immersion trip in an exceptional domain. Lunch in the Hamlet in the
spring and summer, in the heart of the Château grounds (meals extra) punctuate a morning of discovery.
You can also choose an impromptu picnic under the foliage that recalls the pleasures of country festivals
of old. The afternoon flies by while you discover the forest, its racehorse training paths or its wildlife,
dominated by the majesty of the great deer. An unforgettable journey with a day of riding surrounded
by history and nature.

duration: One day
number of people: 10 to 16 people depending on the time
practical info:	All our services are divided into 2 levels: “Discovery” (beginner)

& “Passion” (experience riders: Gallop 3 minimum). – Pants and socks mandatory.
Recommended black or dark clothes. – We provide helmets and boots. – We accept children
from 1.30m (“Discovery” walk). – Routes may vary according to levels of riders.

strengths: wonderful setting, teamwork,
fun, sharing, sociability, relaxation
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service provider: espace equestre henson
tel: 00 33 (0) 6 48 10 51 45
email: chantilly@henson.fr

CRAZY Challenges
description: Participants will gather in homogeneous teams and be given touch pads to guide

them in the game. An original and unusual way to discover the site! Each team will be tasked with
accomplishing a maximum number of challenges to win the game: making short films, taking photos,
answering a timed quiz, finding objects - each challenge is adapted to your needs. The tablet is a camera,
GPS, guide, timer, shows video clips, displays the timed questions etc.

duration: 2 to 2½ hours
number of people: Up to 300 participants
venue: In the grounds of the site of your choice or hotel depending on authorization
variations: Depending on the site, this activity can take place indoors

strengths: wonderful setting, teamwork,
fun, sharing, sociability, relaxation

service provider: magma
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 60 39 57 22
email: commercial@magma-group.fr

Le Nôtre Rally
description: This activity offers a genuine insight into the lifestyles of the aristocracy while

exploring the area through puzzles to solve and find answers by visiting the galleries of the Château and
its gardens! Various activity workshops will be available: a board game, puzzles in the maze, a Chantilly
cream challenge! Divided into teams and equipped with historical maps and a “road book”, participants
must establish a strategy to win the rally. May the best win!

duration: 2 hours
number of people: From 10 to 800 people. In teams of 7 to 10 participants
venue: Indoors and outdoors

strengths: fun, collective intelligence,
sociability, cooperation, coordination, interrelation

service provider: performance-net
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 41 41 05 54
email: tleger@performances-net.com

Orientation challenges
description: Plan your route using geographic maps and locate your position via GPS, determine
your best strategy! Take the fun and sporting challenges!
The Gardens of Le Nôtre® offer a true exploration of the gardens, equipped with a map and a “road
book” with a GPX geo-caching and photo localization device (Garmin Oregon GPS with touch screen
GPX photos ). As part of an orientation challenge, find the beacons in the field, and visit the workshops
to overcome the challenges in teams.

duration: Minimum 2 hours
number of people: For groups of 80 or more
venue: Gardens of Le Nôtre

strengths: dynamic, cooperative, sociable, fun

service provider: performance-net
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 41 41 05 54
email: tleger@performances-net.com
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work out to the max!

Boot Camp Olympics
description: Do you fancy getting away from everyday office life and experience a natural rustic

setting, outside your comfort zone? Do you want challenges which will force the group to excel and
think together to lead your team to success? The Boot Camp Olympics are exercises that will help create
a relationship of trust, strengthen bonds and promote individuals!
The schedule includes, natural methods, obstacle courses, and Boot Camp Olympics missions.

duration: Half day: 2 to 3 hours – Day: 4 to 6 hours – Evening from 17:00
number of people: From 4 to 400 people

WAKE-UP EXERCIsES
description: Morning wake-up and activate your mind!
Join a wake-up exercise session before breakfast or a relaxing session to punctuate work meetings. Supervised
by true specialists in stretching and jogging (qualified fitness coaches), you and your group will participate
in a gentle wake-up and relaxation session in the heart of nature!

duration: 2½ hours
number of people: From 20 to 150 people
venue: Gardens – Indoor or outdoor spaces

Boot Camp olympics
Wake-up exercises
strengths: teamwork, performance, fun, sharing, sociability, leadership
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service provider: bootcampiades
tel: 00 33 (0) 9 53 32 77 58 or 00 33 (0) 6 23 12 17 30
email: infos@bootcampfrance.com

strengths: team building, collaboration, fun, relaxation

service provider: performance-net
tel: 00 33 (0) 1 41 41 05 54
email: tleger@performances-net.com
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return to your childhood!

Private access
to Attractions

Free time at Parc Astérix
description: Enter the craziest park in France and discover the 39 attractions & 5 shows

description: All the attractions open specially for your staff... a childhood dream? Parc Astérix makes

duration: Day or half-day
number of people: Unrestricted
practical info: * Open park

During the park’s closing time (every day from the closing to the public and days the park is closed
to the public) offer your employees the opportunity to live a unique experience!

at Parc Astérix!

* Possibility of combining with a team-building activity

it come true!

duration: As required
number of people: For groups of 10 or more

Free time at Parc Astérix
Private access to Attractions
strengths: fun, sharing, sociability,
relaxation, good humor, getting to know each other
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service provider: parc astérix
tel: 00 33 (0) 3 44 62 33 94
email: lucie.decary@parcasterix.com

strengths: customized, fun, sharing, sociability,
relaxation, good humor, getting to know each other

service provider: parc astérix
tel: 00 33 (0) 3 44 62 33 94
email: lucie.decary@parcasterix.com
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Route d’Apremont-Vineuil St Firmin
Chantilly 60500, FRANCE
+33 (0)3 44 58 37 02
WWW.DOLCEchantilly.COM

